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1. INTRODUCTION 
  
 

In January 2006, VisitBritain commissioned BDRC to launch and manage the England 

Attractions Monitor, an online panel to help provide the attractions industry with rapid 

feedback on current trends in visits to attractions in England.  The survey was enhanced 

in 2007 to incorporate not only recent visit trends but also questions relating to business 

confidence for the forthcoming quarter. 

 

A further enhancement in 2008 saw the introduction of a quarterly ‘hot topic’ question 

which, during Quarters 2, 3 and 4, asked attractions what impact, if any, they thought the 

current economic slowdown and credit crunch would have on visitor numbers for the 

remainder of 2008.  As the global economic downturn has continued to remain a topical 

issue into early 2009, it was agreed with VisitBritain to include the question again during 

the Quarter 1 2009 survey. 

 

2009 has also seen an extension in the scale of the monitor, aiming to increase the 

number of participating attractions by a further 100 per quarter, thereby increasing the 

robustness of sample sizes at a regional level.  Details of methodology and sample sizes 

achieved are provided in Section 2. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 
  
 

The objective for 2009 was to create an enhanced, committed panel of c.600 attractions 

comprising: 

• c.300 individual attractions recruited online and by telephone (c.30-35 per 

England region); 

• c.300 English Heritage/National Trust properties (with visit admissions data for 

each property provided centrally). 

 

Regional Tourism Organisations also have the opportunity to enhance the survey within 

their region by boosting sample sizes to enable them to analyse their own results in 

greater detail.  There is also the facility for regions to add bespoke questions. 

 

During the first 2009 quarterly period – January to March - 638 attractions provided data 

(English Heritage/National Trust properties provide visit numbers only), consisting of: 

• 383 individual attractions recruited online; 
• 255 English Heritage/National Trust properties (admissions data only). 

 

The number of individual attractions taking part has increased from just 148 in Quarter 4 

2008 to 383 in Quarter 1 2009, significantly broadening the coverage of different 

attraction types within the monitor and providing a more robust basis for the business 

confidence element of the survey.  The significant increase in participation has been 

driven by a modified approach to recruitment in 2009 which made greater use of the 

annual Survey of Visits to Visitor Attractions as a recruitment vehicle (which now also 

includes an option for online survey completion). 

 

A cross-section of attractions was recruited according to type, size and free/paid 

admission.  Comparisons in visitor admissions figures are always made among constant 

samples where appropriate. 
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3. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
  
 

This is a summary of the findings for the Quarter 1 (January to March 2009) period. 

 

By way of context, the weather during Quarter 1 was somewhat mixed.  January and 

early February were generally cold with temperatures well below average and snow in 

early February.  Importantly, January and February 2008 were both warm and sunny 

making year-on-year comparables particularly challenging in 2009.  In contrast, late 

February and March 2009 recorded temperatures above average, with March being one 

of the sunniest on record with below average rainfall.  It should also be noted that Easter 

fell in March during 2008, but in April during 2009.  This requires consideration when 

interpreting year-on-year monthly and quarterly trends in visitor admissions. 

 

Q1 2009 continued to see a general downturn for the industry, with visitor admissions 

declining by -5% compared with the equivalent quarter of 2008.  This follows year-on-year 

declines of -8%, -1% and -1% in Q2, Q3 and Q4 2008 respectively.  However, it should be 

noted that March visitor admissions included an Easter in 2008 but not in 2009.  Further, 

January offered a glimmer of positivity, with admissions increasing by +5% despite a 

particularly cold month. 

 
Despite this, Q1 2009 appears to represent a sea change in business confidence among 

attractions.  Optimism for the forthcoming quarter saw a very strong increase, with half 

(51%) of attractions feeling more optimistic about their own attraction than at the same 

point in 2008.  Only 12% felt more optimistic when this question was asked during the 

last wave of research in Q4 2008 – this following a gradual deterioration in confidence 

throughout 2008.  Business confidence is now higher than at any time since Q1 2007. 

 

The much improved optimism for the performance of attractions during the forthcoming 

period appears to have been driven by an underlying belief that the economic landscape 

created as a result of the economic downturn/recession has provided an opportunity for 

domestic and inbound tourism to grow during 2009.  Explanations for the improved levels 

of business confidence focussed upon a belief that there would be an increase in the 

domestic holiday market/short breaks, exchange rate benefits retaining domestic and 

increasing inbound tourism and low interest rates. 
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Other explanations for improved business confidence were expectations of improved 

weather in 2009, the positive impact of the timing of Easter and an expected boost 

generated by the ‘free/cheaper admissions/ticket offers’ that many operators are 

promoting for 2009. 

 

Some attractions have already begun to experience increases in visitor numbers and 

others appear to be seeing some positive forward/advanced bookings for their attraction. 

 

Visitor admissions information for Q2 2009 (April to June) will provide the first true test of 

this renewed optimism within the industry.  Results from this wave of the monitor will be 

available in mid August. 
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4. VISIT TRENDS - Quarter 1 (Jan–Mar) 2008/9 
  

The chart below illustrates the percentage change in visitor admissions between Q1 2008 

and Q1 2009 among the 638 attractions taking part in the survey.  It also identifies the 

proportion of attractions recording an overall increase and decrease in admissions. 

 

 

As reported throughout 2008, Q1 2009 continues to see a general downturn for the industry, 

with visitor admissions among the 638 participating attractions declining by -5% compared 

with the equivalent quarter of 2008.  This follows year-on-year declines of -8%, -1% and -1% 

in Q2, Q3 and Q4 2008 respectively. 

However, it should be noted that March visitor admissions included an Easter in 2008 but not 

in 2009.  Not only were visitor admissions therefore often higher at attractions during March 

2008, but many attractions opening in March 2008 remained closed during March 2009. 

Further, January offered a glimmer of positivity, with admissions increasing by +5% despite 

a particularly cold month (a notable achievement when one also considers the exceptionally 

warm comparable of January 2008) and attractions reporting an increase in admissions 

outnumbering those reporting a decrease. 

February reported a decrease of -7% in admissions, although the early part of the month 

was characterised by snow across much of England. 
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Across the quarter as a whole, 56% of attractions reported a decrease in visits compared 

with 32% reporting an increase. 

The following charts illustrate how visitor admissions trends for Q1 vary by region, attraction 

category, size of attraction, location of attraction (coastal, rural or urban) and whether the 

attraction is paid or free entry. 
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In Q1 2009, the North West (-10%), South West (-9%) and Yorkshire/Humber (-9%) each 

recorded percentage decreases in visitor admissions which were notably higher than the 

England average of -5%.  The North East was the only region to report a slight increase 

in visitor admissions across the quarter (+*%), particularly bucking the national trend 

during February.  London attractions also performed more positively than England 

overall, reporting a quarterly decline of only -2%.  London attractions performed well in 

January, but appeared to suffer more than many other regions from the falling of Easter 

in April 2009. 

 

Year-on-year shifts in visitor admissions across Q1 as a whole were similar across all 

attraction categories.  Decreases only varied from -4% for museums/art galleries and 

‘other historic properties’ to -8% at visitor/heritage centres and wildlife attractions/zoos. 

 

The particularly cold weather experienced in January and early February appears to 

have generated a clear indoor versus outdoor differentiation in impact on visitor 

admissions during this quarter.  Outdoor attractions such as wildlife attractions/zoos and 

gardens suffered large year-on-year decreases in visitor admissions during January and 

February (the challenge of increasing visitors was particularly tough given the very warm 

January/February in 2008), whereas indoor attractions such as museums/art galleries 

suffered less. 
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The converse was true during the exceptionally sunny March period with gardens 

experiencing a small increase of +1% in admissions despite the falling of Easter in April 

during 2009. 

There was little difference in visitor admission increases by admission type, with visits to 

paid attractions declining by -6% and visits to free attractions by -3%. 

Smaller attractions appear to have borne the brunt of the decline in visitor admissions 

during Q1 2009, with visits to attractions with 20,000 or fewer visitors per annum 

declining by -9%.  The largest attractions with over 200,000 visitors per annum appear to 

have particularly suffered from the falling of Easter in April this year, with visits declining 

by -12% in March compared with -8% among attractions as a whole during the month. 

Coastal attractions suffered more than other attractions during the quarter, with visitor 

admissions down by -10%.  This was driven by the particularly cold January when visitor 

admissions to these attractions fell by -10%. 

Attractions were also asked to provide an overall assessment of whether their visitor 

admissions had increased, remained the same or decreased compared with the 

equivalent quarter of the previous year.  The chart below compares the findings of Q1 for 

each of the years since the monitor’s inception. 
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The proportion of attractions reporting that their visitor admissions had declined year-on-

year for Quarter 1 was at its highest level in 2009.  36% of attractions reported a year-

on-year decline in Q1 2009 compared with only 21%, 24% and 29% during the 

equivalent quarters of 2008, 2007 and 2006 respectively. 

 

Indeed, Q1 2009 reported a higher proportion of attractions experiencing a decrease in 

visitor admissions than an increase for the first time since the monitor’s inception in 

2006. 
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5. BUSINESS PERFORMANCE TRENDS 
Quarter 1 (Jan–Mar) 2008/9 

  
 

In addition to being asked about visitor admissions, attractions were also asked to state how 

they felt that their business had performed overall in Q1 2009 compared with during Q1 

2008.  The chart below illustrates the proportions of the 383 attractions (excluding English 

Heritage/National Trust properties) taking part in the survey in Q1 2009 who felt that their 

business had performed better or worse. 

 

 
 

37% of attractions taking part in the survey felt that their business performance was either 

much better (14%) or a little better (23%) than in Q1 2008.  This is a similar proportion to that 

observed in recent quarters – 36% in Q4 2008 and 33% in each of Q3 and Q2 2008. 

 

Encouragingly, the proportion of attractions feeling that their business performance was 

getting worse year-on-year is decreasing.  Only 25% of attractions in Q1 2009 felt that their 

business performance was worse than the equivalent quarter last year compared with 29% 

in Q4 2008, 37% in Q3 2008 and 35% in Q2 2008. 
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6. BUSINESS CONFIDENCE TRENDS 
Quarter 1 (Jan–Mar) 2008/9 

  
 

The chart below examines attractions’ expectations for visitor admissions in Q2 2009 

compared with actual visitor admissions recorded in Q2 2008. 

 

 
 

This quarter appears to represent a sea change in business confidence, with visitor 

admissions during Q2 (April to June) generally expected to increase compared with the 

equivalent quarter of 2008.  Over half (59%) of attractions expect their visitor admissions 

for Q2 to be higher than last year, with 12% expecting them to be much higher.  This 

compares with only 14% of attractions who expected their Q1 (January to March) 2009 

visitor admissions to be higher than last year. 

 

Whilst the April-falling Easter of 2009 has undoubtedly contributed to this increased level 

of expectation, explanatory comments on increased levels of business confidence (see 

later in this section) demonstrate that this is far from the only reason for the increase. 

 

The following chart examines business confidence for the forthcoming quarter among 

attractions in Q1 2009, among the 383 non-English Heritage/National Trust attractions taking 

part in the survey. 
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Business confidence for the forthcoming quarter saw a very strong increase in Q1 2009, 

with half (51%) of attractions feeling more optimistic about their own attraction than at 

the same point in 2008.  Only 12% felt more optimistic when this question was asked 

during the last wave of research in Q4 2008.  Business confidence is now higher than at 

any time since Q1 2007 as the figures below demonstrate: 

• 51% felt more optimistic in Q1 2009 (Jan-Mar); 

• 12% felt more optimistic in Q4 2008 (Oct-Dec); 

• 16% felt more optimistic in Q3 2008 (Jul-Sep); 

• 25% felt more optimistic in Q2 2008 (Apr-Jun); 

• 37% felt more optimistic in Q1 2008 (Jan-Mar); 

• 35% felt more optimistic in Q4 2007 (Oct-Dec); 

• 33% felt more optimistic in Q3 2007 (Jul-Sep); 

• 45% felt more optimistic in Q2 2007 (Apr-Jun); 

• 57% felt more optimistic in Q1 2007 (Jan-Mar). 

 

The rapid decline in confidence experienced throughout 2008 therefore appears to have 

been arrested, at least for now.  Only 19% of attractions are less optimistic now than 

they were during the equivalent quarter of 2008.  Again, the falling of Easter in April 2009 

compared with March in 2008 has had a positive impact, but this increase in confidence 

cannot be completely attributed to this factor. 
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Outlook for the attractions industry generally has also shown a strong positive 

turnaround, although attractions tend to demonstrate more conservative opinions when 

assessing the industry generally than when assessing their own attraction. 

 

The following charts illustrate how current business confidence varies by region, attraction 

category, size of attraction, location of attraction (coastal, rural or urban) and whether the 

attraction is paid or free entry. 
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Business confidence was significantly higher than in recent quarters across all regions, 

but particularly in the East (69% more optimistic) and West Midlands (62%) regions.  

Only the North West (35% more optimistic, 25% less optimistic) and East Midlands (35% 

more optimistic, 22% less optimistic) could be described as more cautious, although 

optimism still exceeded pessimism even within these regions. 

 

Optimism was also very high across all attraction types, but particularly among gardens 

(79% more optimistic and only 4% less optimistic) – perhaps the sector with most to gain 

from the April Easter of 2009.  Museums/art galleries tended to be slightly less optimistic 

than other attractions (42% more optimistic, 25% less optimistic), although once again, 

optimism far outweighed pessimism for the first time in several quarters.  Perhaps 

museums/art galleries have least to gain in 2009 from a spring/summer of improved 

weather? 

 

There was little difference in business confidence by size of attraction, although optimism 

was significantly higher among paid (59% more optimistic than in 2008) than free 

attractions (35% more optimistic).  Free attractions have suffered less than paid 

attractions during the economic downturn and perhaps paid attractions are now feeling 

more optimistic that 2009 will provide some respite from the nadir of 2008. 
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Rural attractions (57% more optimistic than in 2008) are also particularly optimistic about 

the forthcoming quarter, having been least optimistic (10%) during the last quarter of 

2008.  Urban attractions are slightly less optimistic (42%), with a notable proportion 

(24%) who are less optimistic than the equivalent quarter of 2008. 

Attractions were asked to state reasons for their level of optimism for Q2 (April to June) 

2009.  The charts below illustrate positive and negative reasons for business confidence. 
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The much improved optimism for the performance of attractions during the forthcoming 

April to June quarter of 2009 appears to have been driven by an underlying belief that 

domestic and inbound tourism will grow during 2009 – with prevailing economic 

conditions providing this opportunity for growth.  Key explanations for the improved 

levels of business confidence were: 

• 18% mentioned a belief that there would be an increase in the domestic 

holiday market/short breaks; 

• 7% mentioned the weaker Pound/exchange rate – increasing inbound and 

limiting outbound tourism; 

• 5% specifically mentioned an increased number of visitors from 

Europe/overseas; 

• 4% mentioned the economic climate/low interest rates – perhaps impacting 

upon the financial situation of attractions themselves as much as the visitor 

market. 

 

A further notable explanation for improved business confidence was an expectation of 

improved weather in 2009 (12% mentioned), following two summers of poor weather.  

The positive impact of the timing of Easter in 2009 compared with 2008 was a reason for 

a further 7% of attractions. 

 

There was also an indication that attractions will be hoping for a boost generated by the 

‘free/cheaper admissions/ticket offers’ that many are promoting for 2009.  7% of 

attractions cited this as an explanation for their improved confidence for the forthcoming 

quarter. 

 

Reflecting the hint at a positive movement in visitor admissions during January 2009, 

some attractions have begun to experience increases in visitor numbers – 9% cited 

‘visitor number trends improving/hope it will continue’ as a reason for optimism.  Further, 

4% mentioned that they had seen some positive forward/advanced bookings for their 

attraction. 

 

Although much lower than in recent quarters, there remain a minority who are feeling 

less optimistic than the equivalent quarter of last year and the reasons for this lack of 

optimism are similar to those of recent quarters: 

• 7% mentioned the economic climate/interest rates/fuel prices; 
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• 5% mentioned a reduction in visitor/retail spend – often mentioning secondary 

spend. 

 

Some verbatim comments that exemplify the above follow. 

 

Positive Mentions: 

• Current economic climate is helping British Tourism plc and we are working from a 

lower cost base 

• Last year’s forecast for 2009 was all doom and gloom but we are having a storming 

year so far!  The Europeans have really helped us; 

• Plenty of evidence that people are choosing to holiday in Britain this year, rather 

than abroad; 

• Many more people are staying at home instead of going abroad and will spend their 

money at UK attractions; 

• We expect that weak Sterling will encourage members and other visitors to holiday 

at home in UK.  We expect more US holiday visitors on back of stronger Dollar and 

Obama’s election; 

• I think people will stay in England more this year due to credit crunch and exchange 

rate for Euro.  They may have days out instead of a holiday away; 

• Indicators suggest more people spending time closer to home for discretionary 

relaxation; 

• The current trend is very promising – we are seeing large numbers of overseas 

visitors as well as more from the domestic market; 

• Easter has fallen at a better time with much improved weather; 

• The weather last year, after a good Spring, deteriorated which kept people away; 

• Green shoots – after two bad summers the odds are that this one will be better 

(weather); 

• Visitor figures seem positive so far, coach bookings are already higher than for the 

whole of 2008; 

• Certainly our coach party bookings for the rest of the summer look good.  Our coach 

bookings are up for the first time in a long time as this proves a convenient and 

economical way to visit; 

• Visitors seem to want to be entertained and still want to get out of the house. Also 

there seems to be a willingness to treat themselves as sales are up in the gallery 

and coffee shop; 
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• More footfall, higher spend.  People getting great comfort from eating good food.  

When times are hard the quality sector does better! 

• Better promotion of the Park – marketing, promotional vouchers; 
 

Negative Mentions: 

• Foreign tourists will stay at home because they are frightened too.  British tourists 

will stay close to home and save money.  Our products can be considered luxury (in 

the widest sense) and no need for visitors to buy.  People are frightened and so am 

I; 

• School parties no longer bring money to spend with them on the whole and a lot of 

revenue came from them; 

• Because we have to fundraise for everything we do, as we are a charity and get no 

government funding – and because of the credit crunch fundraising is getting more 

difficult; 

• Just based on the Jan-Mar figures, which were less than the same period last year.  

We are concerned that the recession is just beginning to affect us; 

• Because the economic situation has changed for the worse; 

• Anecdotal evidence that visitors are spending a bit less in the shop – gift sales seem 

slower; 

• People are showing signs of reduced spending and using a PDQ machine at the 

beginning of the week to remove their budget for the week and spending no more.  

This is indicated by the increase in cash trading where previously we would have 

been taking cards; 

• People are being less generous with donations. 
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7. HOT TOPIC – CREDIT CRUNCH 
Quarter 1 (Jan–Mar) 2009 

  
 

The chart below illustrates the findings from this question.  Attractions were asked what 

impact, if any, they thought the current economic slowdown would have on visitor 

numbers for the rest of the year. 

 

 
 

The step change in business confidence has also been reflected in response to this 

question, with over a third (38%) now feeling that the economic slowdown would result in 

an increase in admissions during 2009 compared with just 18% during the last quarter of 

2008.  From verbatim answers provided by attractions, there appears to be a belief that 

the changes to the broader economic landscape that have occurred as a direct result of 

the economic slowdown have created a platform of opportunity for the domestic tourism 

industry.  Responses therefore reflect the emerging positive domestic tourism landscape 

that has been created for attractions as a result of the economic slowdown. 
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